PICK UP YOUR SAFETY GEAR AT YOUR LOCAL
J. A. RUSSELL LTD & RADCLIFFE ELECTRICAL
BRANCH OR SHOP ONLINE

www.jarussell.co.nz

SAFETY BOOTS

150mm derby style
lace-up, zip sided ankle
boot with padded collar
& tongue, heavy-duty,
flexible anti-bacterial
non-woven insole.

145mm ankle-height
elastic-sided pull-on
boot, popular choice for
landscapers, roof tilers
& scaffolders, waxy
water resistant
leather upper.

150mm ankle work boot
with an industrial grade
zipper for easy on/off
at the end of the
work day, Nubuck
leather, popular
choice for
construction,
warehouse,
fabricators
& indoor trades.

Boot 332152

Boot 332101

Boot 312661

STEEL BLUE ARGYLE ZIP SAFETY BOOT

STEEL BLUE HOBART SAFETY BOOT

STEEL BLUE SOUTHERN CROSS ZIP
SAFETY BOOT

Low density shock
absorbing polyurethane
midsoles, wheat
premium Numbuck
leather safety boot,
convenient heavy duty
zip with zip fastener,
water resistant upper,
150mm ankle height
7 eyelet lace up with
lace locking device.

Black, breathable,
nylon upper with
elasticated laces,
XRD® technology in
the footbed & forepart
of the midsole for
supreme impact
absorption, footbed
is anti-bacterial,
breathable & washable.

Black leather zip sided
lace up safety boot,
offers easy access
with a heavy duty
zip for easy acess to
get them on & off
quickly, TPU toe
guard on the front
for extra wear life.

Boot 992

Boot 795

Boot 4598

BLUNDSTONE 992 LACE / ZIP UP SAFETY
WORK BOOT TAN

BLUNDSTONE 795 UNISEX
LIGHTWEIGHT JOGGER

JOHN BULL CROW SAFETY BOOT
WITH SCUFF CAP

Black Bullhide leather
elastic side safety boot,
tough enough for
anything, packed with
safety features, including
a TPU toe cap for extra
protection & wear life,
four layers of bliss from
our new CushionCore
technology.

Light, unlined boot, soft
on your feet allowing for
easy pull on/off, great for
light, general-purpose
work, steel toe cap,
anti-static, woven
pull-loops, elastic sided,
buffalo barton water
resistant pebbled
leather.

Strong ankle support
makes this all purpose
ankle boot perfect for
any tradesman, suede
tongue, fully-lined with
poly mesh, steel toe
cap, buffalo waxy water
resistant leather, PU
foam padded collar,
penetration resistant.

Boot 4285

Boot 432471

Boot 432454

JOHN BULL EAGLE SAFETY BOOT
WITH SCUFF CAP

HOWLER KALAHARI SAFETY BOOT

HOWLER CANYON SAFETY BOOT

High quality, long-lasting
leather, including
Nubuck, full-grain,
TECtuff®, suede, made
from hardened steel for
premium toe protection,
superior resistance
to abrasion & heat
resistance to 300°C.

Boot 512761

STEEL BLUE SOUTHERN CROSS
LADIES ZIP
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WEARING THE RIGHT SHOES FOR THE JOB
The right footwear can help you avoid many
general hazards, such as injury from heavy
objects falling or rolling on your feet, burns from
stepping in chemical spills, or stubbing your toes
on immovable objects.
The wrong footwear can also cause you to slip &
fall, resulting in multiple injuries. Your work shoes
should fit properly, be comfortable to wear & not
be defective in any way.

EYEWEAR

AS/NZS 1337.1
medium,
impact goggle,
high grade
translucent
PVC frame,
optically correct
polycarbonate
lens, frame
designed for
comfortable
use with
prescription
glasses.

AS/NZS 1337.1
medium impact,
low profile
unobtrusive
design, fully
flexible frame,
twin lens, soft
foam seal around
face, closeable
side vents.

550VBLCLAF - 96100330

440BLCLAF - 96100340

CLEAR - 212CLCLAF - 96100200
SMOKE - 212GYSDAF - 96100210

VISION SAFE HYDRO BLUE VENTED
CLEAR ANTI-FOG ANTI-SCRATCH

VISION SAFE FLEX 440 BLUE CLEAR
ANTI-FOG ANTI-SCRATCH

VISION SAFE VORTEX ANTI-FOG
ANTI-SCRATCH SAFETY GLASSES

AS/NZS 1337.1
medium impact, soft,
flexible temple ends,
suits a wide variety
of face shapes,
high comfort level,
available in anti-fog,
one piece lens.

B-Flex multi adjustable
nose bridge provides
maximum fit &
comfort for any face
shape, exceptional eye
coverage via high
contour (9 base)
single piece lens,
tilt adjustable,
co-injection moulded
temple arms, ALS
anti-fog/anti-scratch
coating.

Ultra lightweight,
9 Base lens, built in
brow protection,
featuring new
platinum coating
- a high performance
anti-fog/anti-scratch
coating system
applied on both
sides of clear &
smoke lenses.

CLEAR - 261BKCLAF - 96100220
SMOKE - 261BKSDAF - 96100230
AMBER - 261BKAR - 96100240

SMOKE - 1653902 - 96090900
CLEAR - 1653901 - 96090890

SMOKE - 1662302 - 96090720
CLEAR - 1662301 - 96090810

VISION SAFE HARPOON ANTI-FOG
ANTI-SCRATCH SAFETY GLASSES

BOLLE UNIVERSAL SAFETY GLASSES
SMOKE/CLEAR LENS

BOLLE RUSH SAFETY GLASSES
SMOKE/CLEAR LENS

Ultra wrap–around
frame, linear
temples
design,
panoramic field
of vision, non-slip
nose bridge.

Ultra wrap-around frame,
PC/TPR co-injected
temples for greater
comfort, panoramic
field of vision,
160° FLEX temples.

Ultra wrap-around frame, large field of vision,
no metal parts, PC/TPR co-injected temples for
greater comfort, platinum scratch & fog
resistant coating – except for polarised version,
non-slip
nose bridge,
sporty design.

SMOKE - NESSPSF - 96090830
CLEAR - NESSPSI - 96090820

SMOKE - SILEXPSF - 96090850
CLEAR - SILEXPSI - 96090840

SMOKE - MERPSF - 96090860
CLEAR - MERCSP - 96090870

BOLLE NESS SAFETY GLASSES
SMOKE/CLEAR LENS

BOLLE SILEX SAFETY GLASSES
SMOKE/CLEAR LENS

BOLLE MERCURO SAFETY GLASSES
SMOKE/CLEAR LENS

Translucent brown
polycarbonate
frame, rubber
nose pads & EVA
temple tip inserts
for improved grip
& comfort, ALS
anti-fog/anti-scratch
coating on lens, perfect
for high humidity
environments, hard coat on
polarised lens, approved for
medium impact protection.

CHOOSE THE RIGHT LEVEL OF EYE
PROTECTION

Polarised

AS/NZS 1337 medium
impact, clear one
piece lens, frosted
arms & nose bridge,
lightweight.

Any work activity involving airborne particles or
objects, hazardous substances, or optical radiation
(eg. from welding or solar radiation) can put your
eyes at risk. Even eye injuries that seem minor can
cause permanent damage, including blindness.
Wearing the correct eye protection for the hazard
is important. Always choose eye protection that
complies with AS/NZS standards.
Eye protection must be practical, fit properly,
and be reasonably comfortable to wear.

1652707 - 96090880

BOLLE VOODOO POLARISED SAFETY
GLASSES SMOKE LENS
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REFLECTIVE WORKWEAR

100% polyester, zip front
fastening, ID chest pocket,
reflective tape, perfect to
keep in the car to ensure
you always comply with
any worksites standards.

100% 300D
oxford
polyester,
reversible
with fleece
inner & side
pockets, fully
seam sealed,
reflective tape,
ID chest pocket.

Microfibre
polyester,
moisture
wicking
properties,
highly
breathable
& quick dry,
contrast side
panel detail.

ZV998-O

ZV358

ZH239

SYZMIK UNISEX HI VIS FULL ZIP VEST
ORANGE

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS LIGHTWEIGHT
FLEECE LINED VEST ORANGE/YELLOW

UNISEX HI VIS SQUAD SINGLET
ORANGE/YELLOW

100% polyester - 175gsm,
144 filament supreme
microfibre polyester,
moisture wicking
properties, highly
breathable & quick dry,
sleeve print design detail
3M™ reflective piping
detail.

100% polyester 175gsm,
High-visibility safety garment construction Class D
High-visibility materials Class F
UV Protection 50+
-

144 Filament supreme microfibre polyester
Moisture wicking properties
Highly breathable & quick dry
Sleeve print design detail
3M™ reflective piping detail

ZHL236-ON

SYZMIK WOMEN’S HI VIS ZONE POLO
ORANGE/NAVY

100% polyester - 175gsm,
144 filament supreme
microfibre polyester,
moisture wicking
properties, highly
breathable & quick dry,
sleeve print design detail
3M™ reflective piping
detail.

ZHL236-YN

ZH236-OB

SYZMIK WOMEN’S HI VIS ZONE POLO
YELLOW/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS ZONE POLO ORANGE/BLACK

100% polyester - 175gsm,
144 filament supreme
microfibre polyester,
moisture wicking
properties, highly
breathable & quick
dry, sleeve print design
detail 3M™ reflective
piping detail.

100% Cotton - 180gsm,
super soft natural cotton
fabric for comfort all
day long, static neutral
for safety in high risk
environments & chest
pocket with pen
partition.

100% Cotton - 180gsm,
super soft natural cotton
fabric for comfort all
day long, static neutral
for safety in high risk
environments & chest
pocket with pen
partition.

ZH236-YB

ZH430-ON

ZH430-YN

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS ZONE POLO
YELLOW/BLACK

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS SQUAD LONG
SLEEVE POLO ORANGE/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS SQUAD LONG
SLEEVE POLO YELLOW/NAVY

A variety of colours and sizes available. Personalisation of garments available. Ask our team.
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REFLECTIVE WORKWEAR

100% Cotton - 180gsm,
super soft natural cotton
fabric for comfort all
day long, static neutral
for safety in high risk
environments & chest
pocket with pen
partition.

100% Cotton - 180gsm,
super soft natural cotton
fabric for comfort all
day long, static neutral
for safety in high risk
environments & chest
pocket with pen
partition.

100% 300D oxford,
polyester, fully seam
sealed, waterproof rating
5,000mm, elasticated
waist, twin needle
stitched reflective tape,
ankle zip opening

ZH435-ON

ZH435-YN

ZJ352-N

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS SQUAD SHORT
SLEEVE POLO ORANGE/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS SQUAD SHORT
SLEEVE POLO YELLOW/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S TAPED STORM PANTS NAVY

100% 300D oxford
polyester, waterproof &
seam sealed, waterproof
rating 10,000mm, mesh
lining, chin guard for
added comfort, reflective
tape, embroidery zip for
easy access, stowaway
clear ID pouch.

100% 300D oxford
polyester, waterproof &
seam sealed, waterproof
rating 10,000mm, mesh
lining, chin guard for
added comfort, reflective
tape, embroidery zip for
easy access, stowaway
clear ID pouch.

100% cotton drill
310gsm, tough cotton
drill outer with warm
cotton flannel lining to
keep you warm on the
coldest days, water & oil
repellent finish to keep
you looking good, two
covered chest pockets
with closure, two side
waist pockets.

ZJ357-ON

ZJ357-YN

ZJ590-ON

SYZMIK MEN’S ULTRALITE WATERPROOF
JACKET ORANGE/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S ULTRALITE WATERPROOF
JACKET YELLOW/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS COTTON DRILL
JACKET ORANGE/NAVY

100% cotton drill
310gsm, tough cotton
drill outer with warm
cotton flannel lining to
keep you warm on the
coldest days, water & oil
repellent finish to keep
you looking good, two
covered chest pockets
with closure, two side
waist pockets.

ZJ590-YN

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS COTTON DRILL
JACKET YELLOW/NAVY

100% 300D oxford polyester
Polyester mesh jacket lining 70gsm
Brushed polar fleece vest lining 340gsm
-

Waterproof & fully seam sealed,
waterproof rating 10,000mm,
breathability rating 2,000mm
Reversible vest zips into jacket &
can be worn separately or combined
Vest with warm fleece lining
Concealed hood with unique clear
panels to increase peripheral
vision while wearing hood
Storm flap with chin guard for comfort
Two waist pockets with zip closure
Reversible vest with two waist pockets
Mobile phone pocket
Embroidery access on vest & jacket
Clear ID holder on chest
Velcro adjustable cuff fasteners

100% 300D oxford
polyester, polyester
mesh jacket lining
70gsm, brushed polar
fleece vest lining
340gsm, waterproof
& fully seam sealed,
waterproof rating
10,000mm,
breathability rating
2,000mm.

ZJ532-ON

ZJ532-YN

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS 4 IN 1
WATERPROOF JACKET ORANGE/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS 4 IN 1 WATERPROOF JACKET YELLOW/NAVY
A variety of colours and sizes available. Personalisation of garments available. Ask our team.
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ARC FLASH & FLASH FIRE

SYZMIK FIRE ARMOUR RANGE

93% meta-aramid,
5%, para-aramid, 2%
antistatic, 155gsm, HRC
1 inherent protection at
a light 155gsm weight,
gusset sleeve for extra
protection, concealed FR
press stud centre closure
for extra protection.

93% meta-aramid,
5%, para-aramid, 2%
antistatic, 155gsm, HRC
1 inherent protection at
a light 155gsm weight,
gusset sleeve for extra
protection, concealed FR
press stud centre closure
for extra protection.

ARC FLASH & FLASH FIRE CLOTHING
TERMINOLOGY
Arc Flash

ZW130-ON

ZW130-YN

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS SQUAD LONG
SLEEVE POLO ORANGE/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S HI VIS SQUAD LONG
SLEEVE POLO YELLOW/NAVY

Made from a waterproof
polyester oxford, carbon
fibre outer with an FR ARC
rated finish, fully seam
sealed, waterproof rating
5,000mm, heat resistant
FR zip, warm modacrylic/
cotton FR lining,
concealed hood,
storm flap for extra
protection.

Made from a waterproof
polyester oxford, carbon
fibre outer with an FR ARC
rated finish, fully seam
sealed, waterproof rating
5,000mm, heat resistant
FR zip, warm modacrylic/
cotton FR lining,
concealed hood,
storm flap for extra
protection.

Is an arc fault, a type of electrical explosion or
discharge. It is when uncontrolled amounts
of electric current leave its intended path &
travel through air between two conductors.
An arc flash can last less than half a second
with most of the damage being caused by
the plasma created in the incident, which
burns at a minimum of 5000° Celsius.
Flash Fire
A rapidly moving flame front or fireball created
by the ignition of combustible particles/fuel
with temperatures ranging from 540° – 1040°
Celsius.

WHY DO I NEED FR CLOTHING?

ZJ900-ON

ZJ900-YN

SYZMIK MEN’S ARC RATED ANTI STATIC
WATERPROOF JACKET ORANGE/NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S ARC RATED ANTI STATIC
WATERPROOF JACKET YELLOW/NAVY

Made from a waterproof
polyester oxford, carbon
fiber outer with an FR ARC
rated finish, waterproof
rating 5,000mm, fully
seam sealed, heat
resistant FR zips, warm
modacrylic/cotton FR
lining, two side hip
pockets.

Made from a waterproof
polyester oxford, carbon
fiber outer with an FR ARC
rated finish, waterproof
rating 5,000mm, fully
seam sealed, heat
resistant FR zips, warm
modacrylic/cotton FR
lining, two side hip
pockets.

ZP902-O

ZP902-Y

SYZMIK MEN’S ARC RATED
WATERPROOF PANT ORANGE

SYZMIK MEN’S ARC RATED
WATERPROOF PANT YELLOW

A variety of colours and sizes available. Personalisation of garments available. Ask our team.
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FR clothing is needed to protect workers who
may be exposed to the risk of fire or arc flash.
If non FR clothing, such as cotton is worn when
exposed to these risks it will increase the injuries
suffered from the incident. Non FR clothing will
continue to burn after the source of the flame
has been removed at an increasing rate, until
all flammable material is consumed.
The flame from the continued burning of cotton
or other non FR clothing will often cause more
intense burns than the original incident itself.
Burning clothing will also cause injuries to
areas of the body that had not been exposed
to the original incident.
FR clothing’s key characteristic is that it will
self-extinguish when the source of the flame is
removed. Good FR clothing should also resist
ignition, not melt, drip or break open when
exposed to fire or arc flash. These characteristics
greatly improve the survival rates and outcomes
of anyone exposed to arc flash or flash fire.
FR clothing will not prevent all injuries in the
case of a flash fire or arc flash incident but they
will significantly reduce the injuries and give
the wearer an ability to escape the incident.

WORKWEAR

240gsm lightweight
cotton twill fabric
to keep you cool,
elastic waist with
internal drawstring
for comfort on site,
short length perfect
for summer, two
side waist pockets,
one back hip pocket.

Fabric 97% cotton,
3% spandex - 240gsm,
panel 94% polyester,
6% spandex, contrast
4 way stretch panel in
crotch provides stretch
in every direction to
increase movement
& durability.

Fabric 97% cotton,
3% spandex - 240gsm,
panel 94% polyester,
6% spandex, contrast
4 way stretch panel in
crotch provides stretch
in every direction to
increase movement
& durability.

ZS105

ZS340-C

ZS340-N

SYZMIK MEN’S RUGBY SHORTS
BLACK OR NAVY

SYZMIK MEN’S STREETWORX STRETCH
SHORTS CHARCOAL

SYZMIK MEN’S STREETWORX STRETCH
SHORTS NAVY

Fabric 97% cotton,
3% spandex - 240gsm,
panel 94% polyester,
6% spandex, contrast
4-way stretch panel at
back of knee and in crotch
provide stretch in every
direction to increase
movement & durability.

Toughest pant
with 300%
more tearing
strength than
traditional
280 gsm
cotton drill,
stretch fabric
for increased
comfort &
freedom of
movement,
straight fit.

Unmatched comfort
& coolness thanks to
the highly wickable,
breathable & soft
Modatech fabric, all trims
are FR rated, two side
cargo pockets with flaps
& FR press stud closures.

ZP320

ZP550

ZP514-N

SYZMIK MEN’S STREETWORX STRETCH
PANTS BLACK/KHAKI

MEN’S STREETWORX TOUGH PANTS
NAVY/KHAKI/CHARCOAL/BLACK

SYZMIK MEN’S FR CARGO PANTS NAVY

100% cotton drill 190gsm,
made from cool &
comfortable lightweight
cotton drill, two chest
pockets, one with mobile
phone compartment,
two side hip pockets,
one back hip pocket,
two side access pockets.

50% cotton inner, 50%
BIZ COOL™ polyester
pique outer, 170gsm,
UPF rating - good,
contrast hem panel
detail, new slim knitted
stripe collar & cuff.

50% cotton inner, 50%
BIZ COOL™ polyester
pique outer, 170gsm,
UPF rating - good,
contrast hem panel
detail, new slim knitted
stripe collar & cuff.

ZC560

P226LS

P226MS

SYZMIK MEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT COTTON
DRILL OVERALLS NAVY

BIZ COLLECTION WOMEN’S JET POLO
BLACK

BIZ COLLECTION MEN’S JET POLO
BLACK

Fabric 100% knitted
polyester - 340gsm,
contrast 100%
polyester, soft shell
- 300 gsm, warm
marle knitted
fleece body fabric,
contrast soft shell
panels for
reinforcement in
high wear areas.

Fabric 100% knitted
polyester - 340gsm,
contrast 100% polyester,
soft shell - 300 gsm, warm
marle knitted fleece body
fabric. Contrast soft shell
panels for reinforcement
in high wear areas.

The Blue Top thermal
sock consists of 80%
wool 20% nylon loop
terry inner for comfort &
warmth, nylon outer for
long term wear, extremely
effective outdoor sock
having practical technical
features that set it apart.

ZT360

ZT360

SYZMIK UNISEX STREETWORX REINFORCED
KNIT HOODIE NAVY OR ORANGE

SYZMIK UNISEX STREETWORX
REINFORCED KNIT HOODIE GUNMETAL

6-8 - SCK12M - 95840770
9-10 - SCK12L - 95840780
11-12 - SCK12XL - 95840790

ARGYLE BLUE TOP THERMAL SOCK

A variety of colours and sizes available. Personalisation of garments available. Ask our team.
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FIRST AID
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Wall mountable
plaster dispenser,
comes with 2 types
of plaster; plastic
& fabric, when an
adhesive plaster
is pulled from the
dispenser, one of
the adhesive
surfaces is exposed
for one-hand
application.

Salvequick fabric
plasters are high-quality
sterile flexible plasters,
each adhesive plaster
is individually wrapped
& sterile, the plasters
are allergy tested, easy
to apply, flexible &
convenient to use.

Salvequick plastic
plasters are convenient
high-quality sterile
plasters, each adhesive
plaster is individually
wrapped & sterile,
plasters are allergy
tested, easy to apply,
flexible & convenient
to use.

490700 - 45520020

6444 - 45520030

6036 - 45520040

SALVEQUICK PLASTER DISPENSER &
85 PLASTERS

SALVEQUICK FABRIC PLASTER REFILL
40 PACK

SALVEQUICK PLASTIC PLASTER REFILL
45 PACK

Fabric dressing
strip roll 1 metre.

Premium
hard wearing
dressing with our
SupaBond™ extra
strong adhesive,
recommended
where a premium
long wearing
durable plaster is
required.

Provides an anti fog
coating, alcohol &
ammonia free pre
moistened lens
towelette, soft &
absorbent.

AFP701 - 45530020

AFP501 - 45530030

AFW100 - 95740090

AEROPLAST PLASTER FABRIC
DRESSING 7.5CM X 1M

AEROPLAST PLASTER FABRIC
100 PACK

PRO CHOICE LENS WIPES ANTI-FOG
100 PACK

Perfect for people
working on their own,
this compact one-person
kit is designed to provide
limited but essential first
aid coverage.

The commercial
multipurpose kit
contains the same
comprehensive
range of products
found in the
domestic
version plus
saline
ampoules
to ensure the
kit meets commercial
use requirements.

A large first aid kit
suitable for various
commercial &
industrial settings
such as medium
sized factories
& distribution
centres.

FAK010 - 95770020

FAKMP - 95770030

FAK016PB - 95770040

HELP-IT LONE WORKER 1 FIRST AID KIT

HELP-IT FIRST AID KIT 60 PIECE

INDUSTRIAL 25 PERSON FIRST AID KIT

A compact burns kit with
the limited essentials
required to help most
burn injuries.

Robust and practical
wall bracket for
Cederroth eyewash
500ml, bottle is held
in the wall bracket, &
opens automatically
when twisted, comes
with a fluorescent
instruction sign.

Clinically proven to
be more effective
than normal saline
eyewash, effective
against alkaline
& acid splashes

BK003 - 95770060

7200 - 45500030

725200 - 45500040

PERSONAL BURN KIT

CEDERROTH EYEWASH 500ML &
BRACKET

CEDERROTH EYEWASH 500ML REFILL

GLOVES & CLIPS

MaxiFlex® Ultimate®
is a general purpose
handling glove with
excellent dexterity,
high abrasion
resistance &
breathability.

Achieves full EN388
mechanical rating
of 4544C, superior in
terms of abrasion, cut,
tear & cut resistance,
superior abrasion &
water resistance.

M - Ultimate 42874-8 - 95750040
L - Ultimate 42874-9 - 95750050
XL - Ultimate 42874-10 - 95750060
2XL - Ultimate 42874-11 - 95750070

L - BLC5NI-9 - 95750230
XL - BLC5NI-10 - 95750240
2XL - BLC5NI-11 - 95750250

ARMOUR ATG MAXIFLEX ULTIMATE
OPEN BACK GLOVES

ARMOUR BLADE FLAT NITRILE CUT 5
OPEN BACK GLOVE

Premium all-grain leather
glove, made completely
of “A” grade cowhide
leather, this glove is
soft, comfortable &
a pleasure to wear,
while still providing
excellent protection
for the whole hand.

USE THE RIGHT GLOVE FOR PROPER
PROTECTION

M - LGWDG2 - 95750280
L - LGWDG3 - 95750290
XL - LGWDG4 - 95750300
2XL - LGWDG5 - 95750310

Standard
economical
polycotton
string knit glove
with elasticised
wrist, very soft &
comfortable to
wear for long
periods, material
provides good
sensitivity &
dexterity.

XL - COPC-XL - 95750260

ARMOUR POLYCOTTON KNIT GLOVE

It is important to wear the right gloves when
working on construction sites.
The minimum standard for construction sites
is Cut 5. It is superior in terms of abrasion, cut,
tear & cut resistance, provides superior abrasion
& water resistance, perfect for general & heavy
industrial use where full blade & point
protection is a necessity.
Hardwearing & breathable, the glove is perfect
where maximum protection is a necessity.

ARMOUR GLOVE LEATHER FULL GRAIN
DRIVER BEIGE

Unique belt slide,
the Utility Guard
glove clips slide
over the belt for
a closer fit, same
safety breakaway
feature & robust
design as the
Glove Guard clip
but uses a belt
clip to attach to
the user.

Other
colours
available

Glove Guard glove
clips keep your
gloves & more
closer at hand
which helps
prevent injuries
in the workplace,
made from an
engineered grade
material that
holds its memory,
resists flex fatigue,
is non-conductive
& non-corrosive.

Other
colours
available

UG1 ASS - 96100440

GG1 ASS - 96100450

GLOVE GUARD UTILITY GUARD

GLOVE GUARD GLOVE CLIP
Asbestos removal kit with basic removal items.

ASBESTOS CAN BE VERY DANGEROUS
Asbestos fibres can cause health problems if they
become airborne & are inhaled. Different kinds of
asbestos present different risks.
The greatest risk is from ‘friable’ forms of asbestos,
mainly used in the past for insulation. Friable
asbestos easily releases harmful fibres that cause
damage when they are inhaled. It is unusual to find
‘friable’ asbestos in a home, but it does occur.
The other main kind of asbestos is ‘nonfriable’,
which means asbestos that has been incorporated
in manufactured products known as asbestos
containing materials.

1 x Duffel bag
1 x Clear tsunami safety glasses
2 x P2 dust mask with valve
2 x Pairs ARENZ boot covers
2 x Pairs ARENZ Type 5/6 SMS coveralls
2 x Pairs WORX101 eco PU gloves
1 x Black PVC tape – Red Label
1 x Danger asbestos hazard barrier tape 50m
1 x Tak rags 50 pack
6 x Small asbestos removal bags
1 x Antibacterial wipes 100 pack
1 x Contact spray adhesive 500 ml

95720020

ARENZ ASBESTOS REMOVAL KIT BASIC
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HEAD PROTECTION

AS/NZS 1337.1 high
impact, high impact
moulded polycarbonate
lens, protects from
foreign particles,
dust & chemical
splash.

SLC80, 31dB, hi vis for
visual identification,
hearing protection for
noise levels to 116dB(A),
robust steel wire
construction for
on-site demands,
contemporary low
profile design that
withstands abuse without
compromising comfort.

VS30 - 96100420

WHITE - HHV9R-W - 95740190
YELLOW - HHV9R-FY - 95740200

31DB HHEMPYTS - 95740270

VISION SAFE VS30 FACE SHIELD CLEAR
COMPLETE

PRO CHOICE V9 HARD HAT VENTED
RATCHET HARNESS WHITE/YELLOW

PRO CHOICE PYTHON SLIMLINE HARD
HAT EARMUFFS CLASS 5

Suits medium to high
noise environments
in all industries, three
position headband over head, behind neck,
with up/down ear cup
adjustment, ultra-soft
cushions for added
comfort & increased noise
protection.

31dB, performance &
strong durability for
maximum protection,
hearing protection for
noise levels to 116dB(A),
contemporary design
withstands abuse without
compromising comfort,
solid, lightweight ear
cup construction.

AS/NZS 1337.1 medium
impact, low profile
unobtrusive design,
fully flexible frame,
twin lens, soft foam
seal around face,
closeable side vents.

EM-206 - 96100460

HIGH PERFORMANCE - EMPYT - 95740250
SLIMLINE - EMPYTS - 95740260

10 PACK- EPOU-10 - 95740020
50 PACK- EPOU-50 - 95740030
200 PACK- EPOU - 95740040

VISION SAFE EARMUFF CLASS 5

PRO CHOICE PYTHON EARMUFF CLASS 5
HIGH PERFORMANCE/SLIMLINE

PRO CHOICE PROBULLET DISPOSABLE
UNCORDED EARPLUGS 10/50/200 PACK

P2 disposable
respirator for protection
against mechanically
& thermally generated
particles, lightweight
cupped design for
comfortable extended
wear, dual latex free
elastic straps for ease
of donning & doffing,
ProValve exhalation
valve for decreased
breathing resistance
& heat stress.

P2 activated carbon
disposable respirator
for protection against
nuisance level organic
vapours, mechanically
& thermally generated
particles, lightweight
cupped design for
comfortable extended
wear, dual quicklock
head strap for ease
of donning & doffing,
ProValve exhalation
valve.

Flexible mesh which
ensures optimum
shape retention for
a perfect, airtight fit
during long periods
of wear, P2 rating
protects against
mechanically &
thermally generated
particles, moulded
nose piece for close fit.

3 PACK - PC321-3 - 95740140
12 PACK - PC321 - 95740150

3 PACK - PC531-3 - 95740160
12 PACK - PC531 - 95740170

3 PACK - PC822-3 - 95740100
12 PACK - PC822 - 95740110

PRO CHOICE DUST MASKS P2+VALVE /
3/12 PACK

PRO CHOICE DUST MASKS
P2+VALVE+CARBON 3/12 PACK

PRO CHOICE DUST MASKS PROMESH
P2+VALVE 3/12 PACK

P1 rating indicates
suitability for protection
against mechanically
generated particles,
latex free dual straps
give firm & comfortable
fit, resealable poly bag
ensuring masks remain
hygienically stored,
moulded nose piece
for close fit & better
seal.

5 PACK - PC301-5 - 95740120
20 PACK - PC301 - 95740130

PRO CHOICE SAFETY GEAR DUST
MASKS P1 5/20 PACK
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Lightweight, durable
ABS shell, 9 air vents
for increased air
circulation & comfort,
6 point ratchet
harness, sweatband
prevents
perspiration
build-up, extended
peak for added
protection, edge
gutter to deflect rain.

RESPIRATORY PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
Hazardous airborne substances like dust &
chemicals can be a significant risk on site.
They can cause cancer, organ damage & in
worst-case scenarios, death. Often these
substances can’t be seen with the naked
eye but will cause ongoing long-term
health problems.
Masks, or respiratory protective equipment
(RPE), are one way of preventing harm from
these substances.

PROTECTION

SPF 50+ lotion which is
water-resistant, suitable
for onsite use & sporting
activities.

SPF 50+ lotion which is
water-resistant, suitable
for onsite use & sporting
activities.

1kg dry ABE Flamefighter

SS125-50 - 48690120

SS500-50 - 48690180

PROBLOCK SUNSCREEN SPF50 125ML

PROBLOCK SUNSCREEN SPF50 500ML

Large studded base for
extra stability (35cm
width), each cone weighs
4.5kg unballasted, 900mm
height, dual reflective
bands, manufactured
from UV stable materials.

Yellow & black, 1.3m - 2.2m
retractable, fits on top of
most road cones.

ROADCONENARROW - 96020120

CONEBAR1 - 96020140

1KG - ABE 8425 - 85730010
1.5KG - ABE 8411 - 85730020
2KG - ABE 8412 - 85730030
2.5KG - ABE 8413 - 85730040
4.5KG - ABE 8414 - 85730050

NIKKI NARROW ORANGE ROAD CONE
4.5KG 900MM

CONE BAR H/D PVC RETRACTABLE
BARRIER 1.3M - 2.2M

FLAMEFIGHTER FIRE EXTINGUISHER
1KG/1.5KG/2KG/2.5KG/4.5KG

ASK OUR TEAM ABOUT ADDING LOGO’S AND PERSONALISING YOUR GARMENTS

EMBROIDERY & SCREEN PRINTING
Great way to personalise garments with your brand.
We offer an embroidery & screen printing service to
display your brand on your workgear, logo placement
can be most places on the garment e.g. right/left
chest, sleeve or back, allow up to 10 working days for
completion.

NOTES
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J. A. Russell Ltd
Kaitaia
5 Whangatane Dr
Ph: (09) 408 3600
Kerikeri
15 Mill Lane
Ph: (09) 407 0077
Whangarei
118-124 Cameron St
Ph: (09) 438 1107
Warkworth
1 Morrison Dr
Ph: (09) 425 1140
Silverdale
7 Wainui Rd
Ph: (09) 426 6833
Kumeu
7 Shamrock Dr
Ph: (09) 951 0460
Albany
8/2 Tawa Dr
Ph: (09) 414 7300
North Shore
8 Hillside Rd
Ph: (09) 444 7339
Takapuna
58 Barrys Point Rd
Ph: (09) 951 0676
Waiheke
1 Tahi Rd
Ph: (09) 903 3657
Boston Road
49 Boston Rd
Ph: (09) 357 4450
Henderson
66 Central Park Dr
Ph: (09) 836 2611
Rosebank Road
7/624 Rosebank Rd
Ph: (09) 820 6302

New Lynn
29 Wolverton St
Ph: (09) 828 3119

Hamilton
31 Somerset St
Ph: (07) 847 3233

Taupo
44 Waikato St
Ph: (07) 378 1988

Porirua
25A Kenepuru Dr
Ph: (04) 237 4580

Christchurch
350 Tuam St
Ph: (03) 379 3008

Glen Innes
41 Morrin Rd
Ph: (09) 570 2181

Morrinsville
2A Thames St
Ph: (07) 889 6081

Gisborne
293 Palmerston Rd
Ph: (06) 867 3169

Lower Hutt
399 Hutt Rd
Ph: (04) 576 2040

Hornby
52 Waterloo Rd
Ph: (03) 344 0535

Penrose
25 Fairfax Ave
Ph: (09) 579 1402

Matamata
49B Firth St
Ph: (07) 888 4930

Napier
104 Austin St
Ph: (06) 843 5888

Thorndon
120 Hutt Rd
Ph: (04) 473 9350

Ashburton
155 Moore St
Ph: (03) 307 2233

Mt Wellington
68D Carbine Rd
Ph: (09) 588 4042

Cambridge
4/15 Albert St
Ph: (07) 827 9156

Hastings
801 Karamu Rd North
Ph: (06) 870 9326

Wellington
71 Webb St
Ph: (04) 385 2142

Timaru
9 Arthur St
Ph: (03) 683 1270

Manukau
Cnr Cavendish Dr
& Norman Spencer Dr
Ph: (09) 277 0150

Te Awamutu
60 Vaile St
Ph: (07) 872 0600

Bell Block
244 Connett Rd
Ph: (06) 769 9616

Radcliffe Electrical

Dunedin
47 Timaru St
Ph: (03) 456 1400

Tauranga
19 St John St
Ph: (07) 571 4001

New Plymouth
96 Gill St
Ph: (06) 757 5007

Nelson
19 Pascoe St
Ph: (03) 548 5068

Cromwell
39A Barry Ave
Ph: (03) 445 4044

Tauriko
59 Taurikura Dr
Ph: (07) 987 2283

Hawera
17 Wellington St
Ph: (06) 278 8594

Richmond
18 Poutama St
Ph: (03) 541 0370

Wanaka
25 Reece Cres
Ph: (03) 443 1270

Mt Maunganui
89 Newton St
Ph: (07) 574 4060

Wanganui
63 Wilson St
Ph: (06) 348 7660

Blenheim
98 Middle Renwick Rd
Ph: (03) 579 3344

Queenstown
149 Glenda Dr
Ph: (03) 442 2772

Te Puke
590A Jellicoe St
Ph: (07) 573 5091

Palmerston North
183 Rangitikei St
Ph: (06) 358 6169

Westport
10D Lyndhurst St
Ph: (03) 789 6300

Gore
13 Avon St
Ph: (03) 203 9261

Whakatane
27-29 McAlister St
Ph: (07) 306 0310

Levin
526 Queen St
Ph: (06) 368 3039

Greymouth
53 Gresson St
Ph: (03) 768 5794

Invercargill
15 Victoria Ave
Ph: (03) 218 8774

Kawerau
9A Manukorihi Dr
Ph: (07) 323 1200

Kapiti
184 Kapiti Rd
Ph: (04) 298 4072

Hokitika
63A Kumara Junction H’way
Ph: (03) 755 6426

Rotorua
8 - 12 Waterford St
Ph: (07) 349 0661

Masterton
212 Chapel St
Ph: (06) 378 7789

Rangiora
645 Lineside Rd
Ph: (03) 313 3356

Tokoroa
48 Ashworth St
Ph: (07) 886 4830

Upper Hutt
7 Jupiter Grove
Ph: (04) 830 6081

Belfast
1/26 Belfast Rd
Ph: (03) 323 9428

Auckland Airport
9 Jimmy Ward Cres
Ph: (09) 256 1261
East Tamaki
90 Greenmount Dr
Ph: (09) 273 7450
Papakura
14 Queen St
Ph: (09) 298 1370
Pukekohe
175 Manukau Rd
Ph: (09) 239 1387
Thames
102 Grey St
Ph: (07) 867 9338
Whitianga
3/20 Joan Gaskell Dr
Ph: (07) 866 0478
Whangamata
300 Aickin Rd
Ph: (07) 865 6887
Te Rapa
671 Te Rapa Rd
Ph: (07) 850 5436

www.jarussell.co.nz

